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The optical properties of holographic kinoforms are described. It is shown that paraxial designs are not
adequate for flNos. less than -F/10. A nonparaxial design is introduced that retains the high diffraction
efficiency of the paraxial designs, yet also produces an unaberrated diffracted wavefront for the design
wavelength. Aberration calculations and computer calculations, based on the Huygens-Fresnel principle, of
the point spread functions for these elements show the necessity of using the nonparaxial design. Specifica-
tions for a surface profile that takes account of the finite thickness of the diffracting surface are given. A
model for kinoforms which can be used in optical design programs is proposed.

1. Introduction

The kinoform is a phase hologram in which the
phase modulation is introduced by a surface relief
profile.' In most kinoforms, the maximum relief
depth is chosen such that, at the chosen design wave-
length, the maximum phase modulation introduced by
the kinoform is 2r. Similar to other types of holo-
grams, it is possible to use kinoforms as lenses.2 In this
paper we are concerned with rotationally symmetric
kinoform lenses. Several precursors to the kinoform
may be found in the literature. These devices go by
various names, including phase plates3 ,4 and phase
Fresnel lenses.5 Even though these kinoform lenses
are based on the well-known principles of Fresnel
zones, we will not use the term Fresnel lens to describe
these devices, since Fresnel lens, in the field of optical
design, usually refers to an optical element which uti-
lizes incoherent superposition to form an image, while
kinoforms rely on coherent imagery. The reader
should be forewarned however, that this choice of ter-
minology is far from uniform in the literature concern-
ing these elements. We review the design of kinoform
lenses in the paraxial approximation and then extend
the design to the nonparaxial case. The optical pefor-
mance of the two designs, as functions of both wave-
length and f/No. are compared. Also, we show what
modifications to the diffracting surface are required to
account for the effects of the finite thickness of the

surface. We conclude with a suggestion concerning
the modeling of these devices when used with conven-
tional optical design programs.

11. Paraxial Kinoform Design

As a first step in describing the kinoform optical
element, we shall model the device as an infinitely thin
phase screen. Since the kinoform is a pure phase
hologram, the transmission function is a unit magni-
tude, complex-exponential function. In the paraxial
approximation, a rotationally symmetric lens is de-
scribed by a transmission function that has a quadratic
dependence on the radial coordinate,6 i.e.,

tiens(xy;X) = exx[ -r(X+ (1)

In Eq. (1), x and y are the coordinates in the plane of
the thin lens, X is the wavelength of the light, and f is
the focal length of the lens. We would like the kino-
form to perform the same function as a lens, thus we
expect the kinoform to have a transmission function
similar to that in Eq. (1).

We recall that the Fresnel full-period zones are de-
fined such that the optical path length from the edge of
the mth zone is equal to f + mX0, where X0 is the
wavelength for which the zones are defined. Thus, the
equation that defines the locations of the zones in the
x-y plane (r2 = x2 + y2 ) is

r2 = 2mXof + (mXO)2. (2)

In the paraxial region, r2 << (f/M)2, so Eq. (2) reduces to

rmparaxial = 2mX0f.
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(2')

We are therefore led to try a kinoform surface profile
that has a zone spacing dictated by Eq. (2') and a
surface relief profile (blaze) that is parabolic within
each zone. The surface profile is obtained from the
desired phase transmission function by noting that
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|O(xy) = (27r/Xo)OPD(x,y), where g(x,y) is the phase
of the transmission function and OPD is the optical
path difference introduced by the element. Also,
OPD = [n(Xo) - l]d(x,y), where n(Xo) is the index of
refraction at X0 and d(xy) is the thickness of the ele-
ment at the point (xy). Since the maximum phase
modulation introduced by the kinoform is to be 27r, the
maximum OPD introduced is X0. Thus, the maximum
surface relief height dmax is

max n(X 0 )(3)

This is precisely the situation that has been analyzed
by Dammann. 7 He shows that for a phase function,
which we shall describe as

r2 \
(r) = a27r m- 2 J) for rm < r < rm+l, (4)

a change of variables t = r2/(2Xof) transforms the phase
function into

(Q) = a27r(m -t for m S ,¢ < m + 1. (5)

In Eqs. (4) and (5), the parameter a is the fraction of 27r
phase delay that is introduced for wavelengths other
than the design wavelength X0. More specifically,

Xo n() -1(6
A n(o) -1 (6)

The important observation about Eq. (5) is that now
the transmission function t( ) = exp[io( )] is a periodic
function of t and can be expanded as a Fourier series.
The result is

t(0) = exp[io()] = 3 cn exp(i2irnt), (7a)

n=-w

where

- exp-ir(a + n)] sin[ r(a + n)].
lr(a +n)

(7b)

Since we are assuming an implicit time dependence of
exp(-iwt), a converging lens corresponds to a positive
value off in Eq. (1). We would like positive values of n
to correspond to converging diffracted orders so that a
positive order represents a positive lens. Therefore,
we change n to -n in Eqs. (7), reverse the order of
summation, and make the reverse substitution for t.
This gives

t(r) exp[-ilr(a - n)] sinc(a - n) ex (8)
t~~~r) = X0~~~T(fln) ] (8

where

sic(x)sin(xx)
WrX

From Eqs. (8) and (1) we see that this element be-
haves as a lens with an infinite number of focal lengths

fkinoform = 0 (10)
x n

The efficiency in order n is given by

7 = Cnon = sinc(a 7 n). (11)

If a = 1, i.e., if X = Xo, then n = 1.0 for n = 1 and is zero
for all other orders. Thus, the element has a diffrac-
tion efficiency of 100% for the design wavelength.
Dammann also considers the case when the desired
parabolic profile is approximated by a series of discrete
steps or sinusoids. Lenses using the discrete step ap-
proximation have been fabricated by several laborato-
ries.8 ' 9

Even though these elements are 100% efficient (for
the design wavelength), good optical performance is
limited to relatively high f/Nos. owing to the paraxial
design. Comparing the corresponding terms in the
transmission function and the phase terms in the bino-
mial expansion of a spherical wave of radius o = of/Xn,
i.e.,

(Psph(r) = A [- - ( 8 )+r X( ]
(12)

or using the aberration model for diffractive optics
developed by Sweatt' 0 and Kleinhans,"1 we can calcu-
late the amount of third-order wavefront spherical
aberration for the first diffracted order of the paraxial
design kinoform operating at infinite conjugates:

= (4f/#)3 ) (13)

where h is the semiaperture of the element and f/# is
the f/number defined as the ratio of the focal length to
the clear aperture of the element. For third-order
(primary) spherical aberration, the wavefront aberra-
tion polynomial has the form W = 7r1(X)p 4 , where p is
the normalized radial pupil coordinate.

To determine the optical performance of these de-
vices, a computer program was written to calculate the
point spread function (PSF) of a kinoform. The cal-
culation is performed using a numerical implementa-
tion of the Huygens-Fresnel principle,'2 namely,

*'P1 (X,Y,z) = +- f J f '9(,nO) exp(ikR) X(O)dmd, (14)

where k = 2 7r/X, X(O) = cos(O) is the inclination factor, 0

is the angle between the refracted ray and the observa-
tion point, and R is the propagation distance, R = [(x -
()2 + (y - q)

2 + z2]1/2, in which z is the axial distance
between the kinoform and the observation plane. In
Eq. (14), TI is the scalar field in the kinoform plane and
TI is the field in the observation plane.

It is interesting to point out here why we chose to
perform the numerical integration of Eq. (14) to calcu-
late diffraction patterns, rather than make use of the
computational efficiency of fast Fourier transform
(FFT) routines. When solving diffraction problems,
one is usually presented with integrals of the form
given by Eq. (14). These integrals can result from the
use of the Huygens-Fresnel principle or a Rayleigh-
Sommerfeld formula, based on the solution of the
Helmholtz equation. In either case, we have a term of
the form exp(ikR) in the integrand. The usual Fresnel
approximation is to expand R in a binomial series and
retain only terms up to second order, i.e.,

RF = Z + x2 + y2 + 2 + -2x -2y,. (15a)
2z
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Thus, in the Fresnel approximation, the diffraction
integral takes the form

IIIFCS(XYZ) =
-i exikz + ik (x2 + y2)]

Xz

X FT{ I'(ts7n0)X() ex i . (2 + 72)]} X

(15b)

where FT indicates a Fourier transform and the fre-
quency variables are given by f = x/(Xz) and f = /
(Xz). In Eq. (15b) we have also made the approxima-
tion 1/R 1/z. Equation (15b) is now in a form for
which FFT techniques are suitable. However, the use
of the Fresnel approximation has reduced the range of
validity of the calculation to the paraxial region. We
are interested in a more precise, nonparaxial calcula-
tion. We can try to increase the accuracy of the calcu-
lation and still retain the Fourier transform form of the
integral by writing.

exp(ikR) = exi i2W + yd)l exp + Iexp(ikR).

(16)

Then, Eq. (13) takes the form

qf'1(XYZ) = z FTJ4(I,17,0)X(0) exp[ikR + i2ir(fz + f011 -

(17)

We still have a Fourier transform, but the function
being transformed depends on the frequency vari-
ables. For every set of output coordinates (xy), i.e.,
for every frequency pair (ft,f0), the transform would
have to be recalculated. Since this eliminates the
computational advantage of using FFT routines, we
have chosen a direct numerical implementation of Eq.
(14) to calculate diffraction patterns.

PSFs for F/10 and F/5 paraxial-designed kinoforms,
both with a focal length of 50 mm, are shown in Fig. 1.
For these calculations the reference wavelength Xo is
chosen to be the helium-d line (X0 = 0.58756 ptm). The
material for the kinoforms is PMMA (acrylic) plastic.
The plots are calculated using an infinitely distant on-
axis object, i.e., a normally incident plane wave. The
intensity of each PSF is normalized such that the peak
intensity of the PSF for the reference wavelength and
an unaberrated diffracted wave is 1.0. At F/10, we see
an Airylike pattern for the PSF, with a slightly reduced
peak intensity due to a very small amount of spherical
aberration. However, at F/5, the effect of retaining
only the paraxial terms in designing the transmission
function is evident, and the PSF is far from diffrac-
tion-limited. Even though this element is 100% effi-
cient in diffracting all the incident light into one dif-
fracted order, the resulting image in an F/5 element is
highly aberrated.

III. Nonparaxial Kinoform Design

Our goal is to find a surface profile that retains the
high diffraction efficiency of the parabolic blaze and
also produces a high quality (unaberrated) diffracted
wave. Our choice of profile is motivated by consider-
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nI= h ()j% 4 f#) (t)

F/10 it, = 0.0665 X

F/5 r, = 1.0637 x
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Radius (mm)
Fig. 1. Point spread functions for 50-mm focal length, paraxial
design kinoforms. The solid line is an F/10 element; the dashed line
is an F/5 element. Each curve is normalized such that the peak

intensity for an unaberrated diffracted wavefront is 1.0.

ing the exact expression in the x-y plane for the OPD of
a converging spherical wave of radius f: OPD = (f2 +
r

2
)1/

2
- f. Consider a phase function of the form

0(r) = a27r m- ) for r < r<rm+l, (18)

where the zone radius r is given in Eq. (2). Note that
Eq. (4) is obtained by retaining only the first two terms
of the binomial expansion of Eq. (18). If we make the
change of variables = [(f2 + r 2

)'/
2 - ]/Xo, Eq. (18) has

the same form as Eq. (5). Now we have a 100% effi-
cient element that produces a perfect spherical wave
for the design wavelength. The profile of Eq. (18) is
exactly the profile obtained from a variational analysis
of zone plates13 designed to maximize the intensity in
the first-order diffraction focus. From the above dis-
cussion we see that the intensity is maximized because
we have produced an unaberrated wavefront which
contains all the incident energy. Performing a bino-
mial expansion of the transmission function resulting
from Eq. (18) {i.e., Eqs. (7) with = [(f2 + r 2

)
1

/
2

- ]/Xo1
and comparing the appropriate terms in the expansion
of a perfect spherical wave [i.e., Eq. (12)] allow us to
calculate the amount of third-order wavefront spheri-
cal aberration in the first diffracted order for the phase
profile of Eq. (18):

(4f/No.)3 ) (19)

Equation (19) shows that at X = Xo, 7r,(Xo) = 0. In fact,
at the design wavelength, all orders of spherical aber-
ration are zero. Again, the efficiency is given by i =
sinc2(a - n). PSFs calculated using the surface profile
dictated by Eq. (18) are shown in Fig. 2. One can see
that the PSF is essentially diffraction-limited for the
range of apertures considered here.

It is worth pointing out that the resolution of the
manufacturing process used to fabricate the kinoform
determines the maximum feasible aperture. One can
easily show that the minimum zone width Smin is given
approximately by8
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Fig. 3. Diffraction efficiency as a function of wavelength for dif-

fracted orders n = 0,1, and 2. The design wavelength is Xo = 0.58756
um. Note that 7 = 1.0 for n = 1 and X = o.
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Fig. 2. Point spread functions for nonparaxial design kinoforms, X

= Xo = 0.58756 yin; (a) Ff10 kinoform; (b) F/2.5 kinoform.

Smin = 2Xf/No.

Zo

C

C:
0.

(20)

In the visible, Xo - 0.5 ,um, so Smin f f/No. Am.
Both the paraxial and nonparaxial kinoforms de-

scribed in this paper have been designed and evaluated
using normally incident, plane wave illumination.
Naturally, in optical systems, it may be required that
the kinoforms operate at finite conjugate ratios. This
shift of conjugates will change the amount of aberra-
tion introduced by both types of kinoform. Also, the
kinoform substrate material, acting as a plane-parallel
plate, will introduce aberrations at finite conjugates.
Both of these effects should be taken into account in
the design of any optical system which contains kino-
form elements. Alternatively, if the conjugate ratio at
which the kinoform is to operate is known, the zone
spacing and blaze can be designed as to be correct for
the two conjugate points.

We now consider the wavelength dependence of kin-
oforms. Again, there are two performance features
that are wavelength dependent: diffraction efficiency
and aberrations. The diffraction efficiency for order
n, for both paraxial and nonparaxial designs, is given
by Eq. (11). A plot of diffraction efficiency as a func-
tion of wavelength for orders n = 0, 1, and 2 is given in
Fig.i 3. As pointed out earlier and as is evident from
the figure, X = 1.0 for the first diffracted order when
used at the design wavelength X0.

The point spread functions for wavelengths other
than the design wavelength will differ from the diffrac-
tion limit because of lower efficiency and aberrations.
An efficiency <100% will reduce the amount of energy

b)

Z,._n

C
C:

F/1 0

7T1,F = -0.0210 X

7t1C =0.0165X

0.005 0.00 0.05 0.020 0.025 0.030

Radius (mm)

F/5

i = -0.3356 X

ictc = 0.2633 X

0.005 0.060
RDleli- s/ ammo

0.015

Fig. 4. Point spread functions for nonparaxial design kinoforms for

three wavelengths. Each PSF was calculated in the paraxial focal
plane for the wavelength of interest; (a) Ff10 kinoform; (b) Ff5

kinoform.

that is being focused to the focal plane for the diffract-
ed order of interest, which is n = 1 in this case. The
variation of spherical aberration with wavelength
(spherochromatism) degrades the wavefront (to third
order) by the amount given by Eq. (19). The PSFs for
the helium-d, and hydrogen-F and C lines (XF =
0.48613 ,um; Xc = 0.65627 Am) for F/10 and F/5 systems
are shown in Fig. 4. The point spread function for
each wavelength was calculated in the paraxial focal
plane for that wavelength. Obviously, in any broad-
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Fig. 5. Geometry and notation for the design of a finite thickness
kinoform.

Thus we see that in each zone the proper surface is a
hyperboloid of revolution, with eccentricity

a2+ b2

e = \1 = n(Xo). (24)
a

We can recast Eq. (22) into a form similar to the
standard optical design sag formula:

______ cr2
=n(0) 1 1-(K +)c 2 r2 (25)

In Eq. (25), c and K are constants that define the
paraxial curvature and conic constant, respectively.
Explicitly, these parameters are given by

band system, the large amount of chromatic aberration
must be corrected in the overall system design, since a
single kinoform cannot be achromatized all by itself.

IV. Finite Thickness Kinoform Design

Thus far, we have ignored the fact that the diffract-
ing surface of the kinoform has some finite thickness,
which will affect the phase modulation introduced by
the device. It is possible to take account of this finite
thickness and the refraction of the light at the curved
zone surface in the specification of the surface profile.
Instead of working from the desired phase modulation,
we use Fermat's principle to design the blaze such that
the optical path length from any point in a given zone
to the focal point is the same. Obviously, from zone to
zone, the target optical path length will increase by one
design wavelength, Xo. This process is similar to the
design of a refracting surface which equates optical
path lengths to produce a stigmatic imaging system for
a given pair of conjugate points. The calculation is set
up as in Fig. 5. The sagitta of the surface is to be
calculated so that the optical path length in the mth
zone is the same from any incident position in that
zone. The zone boundaries are given by the exact
expression of Eq. (2). To equate the optical path
lengths we set

-n(X0)s(r) + (f + mX0) = [f - s(r)]2 + r2. (21)

We want to solve Eq. (21) for s(r), the sagitta (or sag) of
the diffracting surface. Note that s(r) is the directed
distance from the tangent plane to the surface; this
accounts for the negative sign of the first term on the
left-hand side of Eq. (21). Equation (21) can be ma-
nipulated into the form

[s(r) - so]2 r2

a - =1, (22)

where

n(Xo)[f + mX0 ] -f
so=

n2() 0)- 1

1n2(Xo) - 1]2

2 [n(Xo)f - f -MXO]2

n 2
(X) - 1

(23a)

(23b)

(23c)

1
c= +

f[l -n(X,)] + mX0

K =-n2(Xo).

(26a)

(26b)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (25) is just
the necessary correction so that the sag will go to zero
at the edge of each zone. [Recall that s(r) defines the
surface sag relative to the tangent plane.] If we solve
for the surface profile dictated by the thin, nonparaxial
design, Eq. (18), by using 0(r) = (27r/Xo)[n(Xo) -
l]Sthin(r), we find that sthin(r) has the same functional
form as Eq. (25), but the parameters c and K are given
as

- f[l - n(Xo)]

Kthin = -[n(X) - 1]2 - 1.

(27a)

(27b)

Comparing Eqs. (26) and (27), we see that taking
account of the finite thickness of the element has dic-
tated only slight modifications to the surface profile.
The exact profile has a different paraxial curvature in
each zone and a slightly different conic constant that is
unchanging from zone to zone. It is well known14 that
the refracting surface, which will in the limit of geo-
metrical optics form a perfect image of an infinitely
distant on-axis point, is a hyperboloid of revolution
with c = 1/lf[1-n(o)]} and K =-n

2 (XO). Thus, we see
that the profile of Eqs. (25) and (26) is a combination of
these perfect imaging hyperboloids, with different par-
axial curvatures (and hence, different paraxial focal
lengths) to account for the removal of the excess 27r
phase modulations. These surfaces can be thought of
as shells which intersect the optical axis at different
points. Practically speaking, the differences between
the profiles of Eqs. (26) and (27) are very slight, and
only become significant at f/Nos. at which the preci-
sion of fabrication probably becomes the limiting fac-
tor.

V. Modeling of Kinoforms in Optical Design Software

Conventional optical design software programs are
based on the tracing of exact rays through an optical
system. The complex surface of a kinoform makes ray
tracing more difficult than for a conventional, continu-
ous optical surface. Also, since a typical kinoform
consists of hundreds of diffracting zones, many more
rays need to be traced than for conventional optics.
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Another potential problem is the specification of the
surface of the kinoform in a manner that the design
program can recognize. Our goal is to develop a model
for the imaging properties of a kinoform which is easily
implemented into existing design programs.

Sweatt' 0 has shown that, for any diffracted order,
the first-order imaging properties and the third-order
aberrations of a holographic lens are correctly modeled
by an ultrahigh index lens. The equivalent model lens
for an optically recorded HOE has surface specifica-
tions such that the element is corrected for spherical
aberration for the conjugates at which the hologram
was fabricated, with the additional requirement that
the bending of the lens is determined by the substrate
curvature. These model lenses have the property that
all rays from the object source point travel through the
model lens in a direction which is perpendicular to the
HOE substrate. Since all the kinoforms described in
this paper are planar elements-designed for use with
an infinitely distant object, the equivalent ultrahigh
index lens is plano-convex, with the curvature of the
convex side determined such that the focal length is
the desired value. If the index of the equivalent lens
for the design wavelength X0 is n,(Xo), the proper curva-
ture is

1 f~~l-ns(X0)] ~~~(28)
f[1 - nlaXo)I

As has been shown in the previous sections, the parax-
ial and nonparaxial design kinoforms have identical
first-order properties, but different aberration proper-
ties. The choice of model lens surface curvature given
by Eq. (28) determines the paraxial focal length and
the aberration contributions associated with a spheri-
cal surface. We must specify the asphericity, if any, of
this surface such that the total aberration introduced
by the equivalent lens is the same as that of the kino-
form. Thus, the aspheric deformation of this surface
of the equivalent lens is determined from the specifica-
tion of the zone locations,"1 as we have seen that the
choice of paraxial or exact zone spacing determines the
amount of geometrical aberration introduced by the
kinoform. Generally, optical design programs require
the description of a rotationally symmetric aspheric
surface in terms of the conic constant (which is equal to
the negative of the square of the eccentricity), if the
asphere is a conic section, or in terms of the coefficients
of a polynomial expression for the difference in sagitta
between the asphere and a base sphere for a general
rotationally symmetric asphere.

Comparing the aberration coefficients derived from
the appropriate kinoform transmission functions [Eq.
(13) for the paraxial design; Eq. (19) for the nonparax-
ial design] with those of an ultrahigh index lens, we can
find the necessary aspheric deformation terms for the
lens models of the two types of kinoform. (See any
book on geometrical optics for a discussion of the aber-
rations of thin lenses and aspheric surfaces; for exam-
ple, Ref. 15.) To find the appropriate coefficients, we
compare terms in the expansions of the phase func-
tions of the paraxial and nonparaxial design kinoforms

with the aberration coefficients of a thin lens with one
(possibly) aspheric surface when the index of refrac-
tion approaches infinity. The equality of the aberra-
tion coefficients requires that for a paraxial design, all
aspheric coefficients of the convex surface are zero,
whereas for the nonparaxial design, the conic constant
is K = -n,2 (Xo). To account for the chromatic varia-
tion of focal length, indicated by Eq. (10), the refrac-
tive index of the ultrahigh index material, n(X), is
made linearly proportional to wavelength. Finally, we
note that in all realistic planar kinoforms the surface
relief profile will be on one side of a plane-parallel
substrate. One can easily show that a plane-parallel
plate will introduce aberrations if used at finite conju-
gates.16 To account for this, the ultrahigh index lens
should be placed in contact with a plane-parallel slab
of the material of which the kinoform is made, with a
thickness equal to the kinoform substrate thickness.
The refractive-index properties of this plate will be
those of the kinoform material, not the ultrahigh index
lens model material.

The model described above will correctly predict the
location and aberrations of a kinoform-produced im-
age, but not the energy distribution among the various
diffracted orders. Also, the multiplicity of images
resulting from the different orders has been ignored,
since a refractive lens produces only one image. If it is
desired to calculate point spread functions, or other
diffraction-based image parameters, the diffraction ef-
ficiency of the kinoform must be considered. Ignoring
the effects of aberrations by using the Fresnel approxi-
mation to the Huygens-Fresnel integral, i.e., Eq. (15),
we can predict the form of a perfect point spread
function. The relative values of peak diffracted inten-
sity, for an on-axis observation point, for each wave-
length calculated from the Fresnel theory can be used
as spectral weighting factors for the wavelengths used
in the design program, so that the relative peak diffrac-
tion intensities computed by the design program
match those of the Huygens-Fresnel theory. This
weighting reflects the diffraction efficiency in the or-
der of interest but ignores the background illumina-
tion resulting from the other diffracted orders. Thus,
the diffraction patterns calculated by this model in-
clude only the energy diffracted into the order of inter-
est. If the amount of background illumination, i.e.,
light diffracted into other orders, is large, this model
will become more inaccurate. This will occur for
wavelengths further removed from the design wave-
length, i.e., for values of a significantly different from
unity [see Eq. (6)]. (It should be noted that the pre-
dictions of scalar diffraction theory become increas-
ingly inaccurate at extremely high apertures,'7 but the
differences between the Huygens-Fresnel calculation
and a more exact vector calculation are negligible for
relative apertures such that the f/No. is greater than
-F/0.9, which includes all the elements considered in
this paper.) In the Fresnel approximation, we can
calculate explicity the on-axis intensity produced by a
kinoform for a normally incident plane wave. This is
done by using the transmission function resulting from
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tion efficiency. The efficiency can be calculated from
Eq. (11) for the wavelengths of interest.

As examples of the accuracy of this model, results
from the Huygens-Fresnel calculation were compared
to point spread functions calculated, using the model,
by ACCOS V,18 a commercial lens design program. In
Fig. 6, we see that the different procedures produce
very similar results. We would expect the model to
give erroneous results for wavelengths where the pa-
rameter a is sufficiently different from one. If this is
the case, the background intensity due to the other
orders could not be ignored.

0.005 0.010
Radius (mm)

b) 1.000

0.800

E

0.600

0.400

0.015

0.2001-_

0.005 0.010 0.015
Radius (mm)

Fig. 6. Comparison of Huygens-Fresnel and ultrahigh index model
calculations of point spread functions. The solid line is the Huy-
gens-Fresnel result and the dashed line is the ACCOS v calculation;
(a) nonparaxial design, F/5 kinoform, X = 0.48613 um (hydrogen-F

line); (b) paraxial design, F/5 kinoform, X = o = 0.58756 m.

Eq. (4) in the Fresnel diffraction integral, Eq. (15),
with x = y = 0 to find the on-axis field produced by one
diffracting zone. The result is then summed over all
the zones to find the total on-axis diffracted field. The
on-axis intensity I(0,0,z), normalized at the first-order
diffraction focal point for I(O,0,f) = 1.0 when = , issin2( )_X ) ff_
I(0,0,z) = J cos(ar)- sin(ar) 2 . (29)

(rN)2(1 - aXZ)2 tan[(rXdo)/(Xz)]J

In Eq. (29), N is the number of zones in the kinoform.
At a focus, Zfocus = (Xof)/(Xn) (f is the design focal
length for X = X0, and n is the diffracted order), and Eq.
(29) reduces to

I(0,0, - ) = n2 sinc 2(a - n) = n2n. (30)

Equation (30) indicates that we should spectrally
weight the different wavelengths by an amount pro-
portional to the diffraction efficiency times the square
of the order number n. In most cases, we will be
concerned with the first diffracted order (n = 1), so the
wavelengths will be weighted by their relative diffrac-

VI. Summary

Kinoforms can serve as high efficiency, diffractive
optical elements and can produce high quality wave-
fronts. It is necessary to use a nonparaxial design for
good results when working at f/Nos. less than -F/10.
The wavelength dependence of both diffraction effi-
ciency and aberrations must be considered when kino-
forms are to be used in an optical system. It is possible
to model kinoforms as ultrahigh index lenses in design
programs, so optical systems containing these ele-
ments can be evaluated.
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